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Track-Draw: A graphical interface for controlling
the parameters of a speech synthesizer

PETER ASSMANN, WILL BALLARD, LAURIE BORNSTEIN, and DWAYNE PASCHALL
University ofTexas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas

In this report we describe a graphical interface for generating voiced speech using a frequency
domain implementation ofthe Klatt (1980) cascade formant synthesizer. The input to the synthesizer
is a set of parameter vectors, called tracks, which specify the overall amplitude, fundamental fre
quency, formant frequencies, and formant bandwidths at specified time intervals. Tracks are drawn
with the aid of a computer mouse that can be used either in point-draw mode, which selects a pa
rameter value for a single time frame, or in line-draw mode, which uses piecewise linear interpola
tion to connect two user-selected endpoints. Three versions of the program are described: (1) SYNTH
draws tracks on an empty time-frequency grid, (2) SPECSYNTH creates a spectrogram of a recorded
signal upon which tracks can be superimposed, and (3) SWSYNTH is similar to SPECSYNTH, except
that it generates sine-wave speech (Remez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1981) using a set of time-varying
sinusoids rather than cascaded formants. The program is written for MATLAB, an interactive com
puting environment for matrix computation. Track-Draw provides a useful tool for investigating the
perceptually salient properties of voiced speech and other sounds.
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Digital formant synthesizers provide an important tool
for speech researchers concerned with identifying the
information-bearing components of speech sounds and
evaluating models of speech perception. In this paper we
describe a new graphical interface for synthesizing
voiced speech and speech-like sounds. The synthesis
procedure is based on a frequency-domain implementa
tion of the cascade formant model of speech, described
by Klatt (1980). At present it is restricted to voiced speech;
that is, it can generate approximations to speech sounds
produced with quasi-periodic vibrations of the vocal
folds (e.g., "ee"). It does not have the capability to gen
erate voiceless sounds, such as fricatives (e.g., "sh").

Several versions ofKlatt's (1980) cascade/parallel for
mant speech synthesizer have been developed and are
availablecommercially (e.g., Bickley, Stevens, & Williams,
1992; Jamieson, Ramji, Kheirallah, & Nearey, 1993). The
Track-Draw package provides three complementary fea
tures. First, it provides a simple graphical technique for
entering a set of parameter vectors (tracks) that serve as
input to the synthesizer. Second, it has a copy synthesis
procedure, which enables the user to draw a set of for
mant tracks on the spectrogram of a recorded speech
sample, synthesize the pattern, and compare the synthe
sized version with the original. Third, it includes a sine-
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wave synthesis procedure, which replaces the time-varying
formant pattern ofnatural speech with a set offrequency
modulated sinusoids (Remez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell,
1981).

The Track-Draw package contains three programs
dedicated to specific tasks in speech synthesis. The pro
grams are interactive, providing options to (1) draw a new
track, (2) alter an existing track, (3) synthesize the sig
nal, or (4) play back the synthesized signal for evalua
tion. The user can cycle through these options in any order
to modify and update synthesis parameters until a satis
factory approximation to the desired signal is obtained.

The main program is called SYNTH. This program
can be used to synthesize voiced speech and other com
plex sounds with the help of a very straightforward
drawing tool. In addition to the basic drawing/synthesis
mode provided by SYNTH, there are two programs for
copy synthesis that allow parameter tracks to be super
imposed on the spectrogram of a sample of recorded
speech or other sounds. The first is called SPECSYNTH.
Like SYNTH, it uses a frequency-domain implementa
tion of a cascade formant synthesizer. The second,
SWSYNTH, uses sine-wave synthesis. Each of the pro
grams is described in detail below.

SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE

The synthesis method used by SYNTH and SPEC
SYNTH is a frequency-domain implementation of the
Klatt cascade formant synthesizer (Klatt, 1980, 1982).
The synthesizer generates voiced speech by digital sum
mation of a set of harmonics whose frequencies are in
teger multiples of the fundamental frequency (Fo), and
whose amplitudes and phases are computed according to
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complex vector S(f) at the frequency of the harmonic,
kFo. The synthesized waveform is computed as follows:

a linear transfer function that simulates the glottal source
spectrum, vocal tract resonators, and lip radiation. The
combined transfer function is the product of the source
spectrum, G(f), vocal tract transfer function, V(f), and
radiation function, R(f):

x(i)= iak COS[e(i,k)] ,
k=l

(2)

S(f) = G(f) . V(f) . R(f) (1) where

The glottal source spectrum G(f) is approximated by
a second-order digital resonator with a frequency ofzero
and a bandwidth of 100 Hz. This results in a spectral
slope of approximately - 12 dB/octave toward higher
frequencies . For convenience, the glottal source compo
nent is combined with the lip radiation function R(f),
which imparts a further +6-dB boost to the spectrum.
The output is then lowpass filtered by a digital anti
resonance, with a frequency of 1.5 kHz and a bandwidth
of 6 kHz, to better approximate the source spectrum of
normal voiced speech (Klatt, 1980).

The vocal tract resonances, calledformants, are mod
eled using a cascade of second-order digital resonators.
The vocal tract transfer function, V(f), is the product of
five resonances that represent the formants FI -F5 (see
Klatt, 1980, Equations 2 and 6).

The synthesizer generates voiced speech by using a
form of additive harmonic synthesis (Klatt, 1982) . The
amplitude (ak) and phase (4)k) of the kth harmonic are
obtained by computing the magnitude and angle of the

()(i,k) = ()(i-I ,k) + (2 nkFoT) (3)

and

In this formulation, m is the number of harmonics, Fo is
the fundamental frequency in hertz, and T is the recip
rocal of the sampling frequency (by default, 8 kHz).
Voiced speech generated by this synthesis model is very
similar to that generated by the time-domain implemen
tation described by Klatt (1980).

The SWSYNTH program generates sine-wave speech.
Sine-wave speech replaces the time-varying formant
structure of natural speech with a set of modulated si
nusoids whose frequencies coincide with the center fre
quencies of the formants . SWSYNTH uses Equations 2
and 3 for synthesis, but replaces the m harmonic com
ponents (with frequencies kFo) with sinusoidal frequency
components, one for each formant. The frequency of the
sinusoid is specified by the corresponding formant track
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Figure 1. Main figure window generated by SYNTH. The display shows the time course of the frequencies
of the formants, Program functions are controlled by pushbuttons on the right side of the display. To modify
a parameter, the user selects a parameter code from the menu list, which appears when the button labeled
"Track" is pressed.
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(FI-F5). The amplitude of the sinusoid is given by the
transfer function S(f), evaluated at the center frequency
of each formant. Up to five frequency and amplitude
modulated sinusoids can be generated. If any frame
along the frequency track is set to a value less than 30 Hz,
it is effectively dropped from synthesis.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

SYNTH
The SYNTH program provides graphical control ofthe

time-varying formant frequencies (FI-F5), fundamen
tal frequency (Fo), overall amplitude (AV), and formant
bandwidths (BI-B5). The graphical display consists of
three figure windows. The main window panel displays
the frequencies of the formants (FI-F5) as a function of
time. On the right side of the panel there are several la
beled pushbuttons that control track selection, synthesis,
playback, display reset, and program termination.

Trackdrawing. Track drawing is initiated by selecting
one of the options from the parameter list (FI-F5, Fo,
AY, or Bl-B5) given by the top button, labeled "Track."
Data are entered for each parameter as a series of time
frequency coordinates (or time-amplitude coordinates,
in the case of AV). These coordinates represent signal
characteristics over a specified time interval, or frame.
The frame duration is specified by the variable nmspf Its
default value of 5 msec can be reset as a command-line
option.

110

60 :

Tracks can be modified by using one of two drawing
modes. Coordinate values can be set individually (point
draw mode), or a group of frames can be assigned val
ues by linear interpolation between two specified end
points (line-draw mode). To use the point-draw mode,
the cursor (by default, a small cross) is positioned at the
desired location and the left mouse button is pressed. To
use line-draw mode, the cursor is positioned at one ofthe
desired endpoints of the line segment and the right but
ton is pressed and held down. The cursor is then reposi
tioned at the other endpoint and the right button is re
leased. Each time a change is made using either point
draw or line-draw modes, the track is replotted to pro
vide immediate feedback for the user. Track modifica
tion is terminated by pressing the middle button on a
three-button mouse (or by pressing the escape key, if
using a two-button mouse).

Synthesis. Synthesis is initiated by pushbutton con
trol. When the synthesis button is pressed, a new figure
window appears in the foreground. It displays a "sche
matic spectrogram" to indicate the progress of the syn
thesis on a frame-by-frame basis. Upon completion, the
waveform of the synthesized sound is plotted beneath
the schematic spectrogram.

Playback Sound playback is initiated by pressing a
dedicated pushbutton. The MATLAB function sound.m
provides machine-specific audio playback.

Restart and exit. Control is provided to restart the
program in midsession, to refresh the working variables
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Figure 2. Second figure window generated by SYNTH. This window appears when the AV(overall
amplitude) parameter code is selected from the "'frack" menu list in Figure I. Similar figure windows
appear when the fundamental frequency (Fo) and formant bandwidth (BI-B5) parameter codes are
selected.
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Figure3. The synthesis window appears after the "Synthesis" button in the main t"JgUre window
bas been pressed (see Figure 1). The "Schematic Spectrogram" (upper panel) redispIays the for
mant frequency tracks created in the main t"JgUre window.The synthesized waveform (lower panel)
is plotted when synthesis is completed.

used by SYNTH amho redisplay the figure windows.
The exit button terminates the program and eliminates
the figures generated by SYNTH, but maintains all
workspace variables in program memory (including pa
rameter tracks and synthesized waveform) for optional
storage to disk.

Command-line mode. Parameters can also be specified
directly on the command line, ifdesired. With this feature,
it is straightforward to modify parameter tracks by ap
plying an additive or multiplicative constant (e.g., to scale
the frequencies of the formants, to shift the fundamen
tal frequency up or down by one octave, or to alter the level
ofa previously synthesized sound). In addition, the time
scale of the signal can be modified by resetting the du
ration parameter ("dur") and selecting the restart button.
The parameter tracks are then stretched or compressed
along the time axis using cubic spline interpolation.

Parameter tracks are maintained as MATLAB work
space variables and may be saved individually or collec
tively to disk for later retrieval or input into other pro
grams. Workspace variables can be stored in MATLAB
full-precision binary files (MAT-files) using the built-in
save function, and later retrieved using the load com
mand. MATLAB can also store and retrieve variables in
standard ASCII format. This provides for easy transfer
of data (including the synthesized waveform as well as
the parameter tracks) between MATLAB and other soft
ware packages.

Figure 1 shows an example ofthe main figure window
for the SYNTH program. The formant tracks are those
used to generate a synthetic version ofthe sentence "We
were away," appropriate for a male voice. In this exam
ple, the sample rate was 8 kHz, and only four formants
are displayed in the range of Q-4 kHz.

Figure 2 shows the second figure window, which
provides control of the overall amplitude (AV). This
window appears when the AV track is selected from
the track menu in the main figure window (Figure 1).
Similar windows appear when the fundamental fre
quency (Po) or formant bandwidth (BI-B5) tracks are
selected.

Figure 3 displays the synthesis window. The upper
panel is labeled "schematic spectrogram"; its main func
tion is to show the progress of the synthesizer. As each
frame is synthesized, a small asterisk appears in the un
filled circles that represent the current frame. The wave
form of the synthesized utterance is displayed in the
lower panel when synthesis is completed.

SPECSYNTII
SPECSYNTH creates a spectrogram from a digital

sound waveform, I allowing copy synthesis through a
tracing method. The synthesis procedure is the same as
that used by SYNTH. When the program SPECSYNTH
is started, it searches the contents ofthe working-memory
buffer for a variable, y, which is assumed to represent the
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Figure 4. Main figure window generated by the SPECSYNTH program. The display shows the
spectrogram of a user-defmed waveform vector. Superimposed on the spectrogram are a set offor
mant frequency tracks that can be adjusted to match the formant pattern of the recorded voice.
The spectrogram shown here was computed from a digital recording of a male voice producing the
word ''wheeL''
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input sound waveform. Ify does not exist, it is generated
as a 200-msec segment of a "neutral" vowel, similar to
schwa.

Enteringdataltrackdrawing. Upon starting the pro
gram, a spectrogram is generated from the user-de
fined waveform vector. The spectrogram is generated
with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) method. The lines
representing the formant tracks are superimposed on
the spectrogram. The fundamental frequency (Fo) track
is estimated from the waveform by a sliding window
cepstral analysis (Rabiner & Schafer, 1978). These ini
tial fundamental frequency estimates can be refined or
smoothed with the aid of the drawing functions. The
overall amplitude (AV) is estimated from the waveform
by computing the root-mean square energy in a sliding
rectangular window. Editing and track drawing are
mouse controlled, as described for the SYNTH pro
gram.

Saving the parameter tracks. Once the analysis of
the speech signal is completed, the parameter tracks
can be saved either in a MATLAB binary file or in a
standard ASCII file. Thus, SPECSYNTH provides a
useful tool for interactive measurements of the funda
mental and formant frequencies of recorded speech. It
is also possible to import formant and fundamental fre
quency measurements generated by other speech analy
sis programs for evaluation. Formant estimation accu-

racy can be assessed by visual comparison of spectro
grams and superimposed formant tracks, as well as by
synthesis and playback.

Playback. SPECSYNTH has two playback options.
The program can play the synthesized utterance, or it can
play the original sound for comparison purposes.

Other functions. The track selection, exit, and restart
functions are identical to those used by SYNTH.

Figure 4 shows an example of the main figure win
dow for the SPECSYNTH program. The spectrogram
displays the word "wheel," spoken by an adult male.
The formant tracks superimposed on the spectrogram
generate an acceptable approximation to the spoken
utterance.

SWSYNTH
The third program uses sine-wave synthesis rather

than cascade formant synthesis. Like SPECSYNTH, the
SWSYNTHprogram searchesthe contentsofthe working
memory buffer for a variable,y, which is assumedto repre
sent the input sound waveform. Ify has not been previ
ously defined, the program generates a 200-msec segment
ofa "four-tone approximation" to the neutral vowel gen
erated by SPECSYNTH. In other respects, SWSYNTH
is similarto SPECSYNTH.A useful featureofSWSYNTH
is its ability to generate individual frequency-modulated
sinusoids (glissandi). A single modulated sinusoid is
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generated when all but one of the frequency tracks are
set to zero.

PROGRAM SPECIFICS

The software components described above are writ
ten for use with MATLAB Version 4.x. MATLAB is an
interactive computing environment for matrix compu
tation. It has several features that make it a desirable
environment for speech analysis and synthesis. First,
its matrix operations are well suited for digital signal
processing applications, and many essential functions,
such as convolution and Fourier transforms, are built
in. Unlike most conventional programming languages,
it is interactive; no separate stages of compilation and
linking are involved. MATLAB programs, called M
files, are ASCII text files and are highly portable
across different platforms. The MATLAB language is
written in a compact format. A powerful object-ori
ented graphics environment has been added in Ver
sion 4.0. MATLAB is available for many platforms,
including Sun SPARCstation, VAXIVMS, 386- and
486-based PCs using the MS-Windows operating sys
tem, and Macintosh. To date, Track-Draw has been
tested with Sun SPARCstations 1, 2, and 10, Macin
tosh IIcx, and with MATLAB for Windows using a
PC/486 environment.?

Program Availability
The M-files which implement the Track-Draw pack

age, along with a user's manual, can be obtained via
anonymous ftp (file transfer protocol) or by floppy disk.

Send requests bye-mail (assmann@utdallas.edu) or by
regular mail to the first author.
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NarES

I. The sound waveform is a vector of sampled-data values. This vec
tor can be loaded from disk (and would normally be derived from a
recording of natural speech), or it may be obtained from a previously
synthesized sample. MATLAB has several routines for sound file con
version and storage that can be used with the SPECSYNTH and
SWSYNTH programs.

2. MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
VAx/VMS is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. Macin
tosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. PC is a trademark ofIn
temational Business Machines Corporation. Windows is a trademark
of Microsoft Corporation. SPARCstation is a trademark of Sun Micro
systems, Inc.
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